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Communication?

• Willfully conveying information for the purpose of creating 

shared understanding

• Building understanding

• Engineering consent

• The essence of human interaction and learning

• The imparting or exchanging of information or news



Shifting Landscape

Powerful forces have 
been changing the 
context for our 
communications.



Implications of Shifting Landscape



(Select) Implications of Shifting Landscape

1) Building Identity

2) Role of Content

3) Visualization

4) Empowered Stakeholders



Building Identity & Character (Brand)

“Saying” and . . . 

Thinking 
Hearing
Understanding
Questioning
Believing
Feeling
Doing

… about you?



Building Identity (Brand)

Define a Compelling Value Proposition
(Consistent)

Build the 4 Components of your Brand Story 
Around the Value Proposition

(Dynamic Content)



Building Identity (Brand)

“People don’t want to buy 
a quarter inch drill. They 
want a quarter inch hole.”

- Theodore Levitt

A value proposition is a clear, resonating  theme that 
reflects the “job” for which people will “hire” you/your 
service.



Building Identity (Brand)
4 Brand Story Components 



Building Identity (Brand)

Looks Like Sounds Like Thinks  Like Performs  Like 

Expressing Your Identity (brand)



Role of Content 

Content Communications:  

An approach to strategic 
communication focused on 
creating and distributing 
valuable, relevant, and 
consistent content to attract 
and keep a defined audience —
and, ultimately, to encourage 
them to  act in support of your 
cause.



Role of Content 

Know your 
audience

Give ‘em news
they can use



Role of Content 



Impact of Visualization

• Visuals are processed 60,000 times faster than text.
• Words are processed by short-term memory. Images go directly into 

long-term memory where they are indelibly etched.
• Half the brain is dedicated to visual function 
• Images are processed simultaneously while text is processed sequentially. 
• Most people only remember 20% of what they read and 80% of what they 

see and do.



Empowered Stakeholders



Empowered Stakeholders

Build Belief: Moving beyond “awareness” to forge shared 
belief.

Generate Action: Translating belief into action – for 
example, to  volunteer, fund a project, or accept a job offer.

Build Confidence: Translating success from one’s actions 
into ongoing behavior.

Build Advocacy: Turning changed behavior into active 
advocacy on behalf of the now-shared agenda.

Communications Goal:    Build Advocacy



What does it mean for TRCA

People use words, pictures, video to describe 
their TRCA experience

People evaluate their TRCA experience, 
and share it

Self assigned: people find us

Where We’ve Been Where We’re Going

TRCA assigns target audiences

TRCA controls the message

We are part of a “many-to-many”
communication ecosystem

We rely mainly on words for our 
messages

TRCA uses mass media for “one-to-many”
communication



TRCA Marketing and Communications

In the new landscape, we see three core roles for the Marketing 
and Communications Team:

1. Define and activate TRCA’s identity

2. Build advocacy for TRCA and its work

3. Encourage broad community conversations



Thank You

Rick Sikorski

rsikorski@trca.on.ca

@Rick_Sikorski

www.linkedin.com/in/ricksikorski


